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Let Ck(S,) = {S s S, : ( S I= k} denote a complete k-graph on the IZ- 
element vertex-set S,. We consider k-graphs Gk, s Ck(S,), any property .& 
for k-graphs and the extremal problem 
THEOREM. Let J be monotonic, i.e., 
G~~~‘&‘S,,-,CS,,, (Ck(S, _ J n G;) - d’. 
Suppose that there exists an integer valued function f (n) such that 
f(n,) = m(n,, k 4, no2 k 
0 <f(n) < Nn, k; -6 n>n,, 
f(n - 1)/U +f(n)) -c 1 - k/n, n > no. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
m(n, k; 4 =.I+), n>n12. 
Proof. Set 8(S, q; G) = I{e E G: 1 e f~ S ( = q}(; then by [ 1 ] we have 
x B(S,_,,k;G,k)=(n-k)IGf:l. 
S”4 csn 
(5) 
(6) 
Hence, if G: -zZ then it follows by (1) that B(S,-,, k; GE) < 
m(n - 1, k; ~4) and therefore we have 
m(n, k; d> < 
nm(n - 1, k; A?‘) 1 n-k ’ (7) 
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Now we prove (5) by induction over II. For n = n, see (3); for iz > n,, by 
(3), (7), and (4) we have 
COROLLARY 1. If for a monotonic property LX? there exists a k-graph 
Gi - & which is extremal for n = n,, and F its size / Gi j =f(n) satisfies 
(4), then this Gi is extremal for n > n,. 
COROLLARY 2. If the size of a k-graph Gk, satisfies (4), then this Gi is 
extremal for any monotonic j7p N Gi, n > n, , G,, N ~3. 
extr 
In particular, this theorem gives easy proofs for some known results in ex- 
tremal set theory (for instance, Turan’s theorem or further, see [ 2,3 1). 
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